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Classical and ab initio, Density Functional Theory (DFT)- and semi-empirical-based 

molecular simulation, including molecular dynamics (MD), have been carried out to compare 

and contrast the effect of explicit and implicit solvation representation of tetrahydrofuran 

solvent on the structural, energetic and dynamical properties of a novel bifunctional arene 

ruthenium catalyst embedded therein. Particular scrutiny was afforded to hydrogen-bonding 

and energetic interactions with the THF liquid. It was found that the presence of explicit THF 

solvent molecules is required to capture an accurate picture of the catalyst’s structural 

properties, particularly in view of the importance of hydrogen bonding with the surrounding 

THF molecules. This has implications for accurate modelling of the reactivity of the catalyst. 
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Introduction 

A plethora of important organic and organo-metallic reactions take place in the liquid phase. 

Indeed, in the 1860’s, Berhelot and St. Gilles showed that the rates of homogeneous chemical 

reactions depend considerably on the environment.
1
 The rates of reaction and reactivity of 

polar systems, and also of catalyst efficacy, depend crucially on the solvent environment; this 

is especially so when polar transition states are involved, and rates and catalytic effectiveness 

can vary many orders of magnitude depending on the solvent.
2
 Therefore, any in silico 

molecular-simulation attempts to model chemical reactivity in the liquid phase need to 

examine and validate carefully the apposite treatment of the solvent concerned, quite apart 

from gauging any underlying, non-directly-chemical effects on the species and any catalysts 

involved, e.g., structural and dynamical properties thereof. Theoretically, solvent effects may 

be modelled in two ways: by explicit representation and implicitly by continuum 

representation, e.g., dielectric Polarisable Continuum Model (D-PCM)
3
 and conductor-like 

PCM (C-PCM)
4
 in the context of a Density Functional Theory (DFT) treatment, and also the 

Poisson-Boltzmann
5
 or Generalised Born solvation

6
 approach for a classical molecular 

simulation representation. An explicit representation allows for direct interaction of the 

species with the solvent molecules. Implicit solvation, in which a polar solute polarises the 

surrounding dielectric medium, allows for some dipolar interactions with the solvent to be 

represented by proxy in a crude manner, whereas many important features of interaction with 

the solvent are lost, e.g., hydrogen-bonding; this has a very direct negative, and often crucial, 

bearing on accurate representation, often qualitatively so, on the structural, dynamical, 

energetic and chemical-reactivity properties of the solute.
7
 

Theoretically, one may study these solute-solvent interactions using quantum mechanical 

(QM) methods, e.g., DFT, or classical molecular simulation, e.g., molecular dynamics (MD);
8
 

also possible are mixed quantum-classical methods (QM/MM),
9
 but linear-scaling DFT 

methods are becoming comparatively more attractive in this latter respect.
10

 In the traditional 

QM approach, it is computationally and operationally prohibitive to model more than a very 

limited number of solvent molecules interacting with the solute; this approach means that 

second or successive coordination ‘layers’ of solvent molecules cannot be realistically 

models (under the perhaps heroic assumption that a primary layer can even be represented 

explicitly); even so, DFT functionals have their own drawbacks per se and are often sui 

generis for accurate representation of specific classes of compunds. In contrast, QM/MM and 

MD allow ipso facto for the modelling of thousands of atoms, despite the very serious 
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underlying problems of QM/MM (notwithstanding its operational deployment) and the 

difficulties of DFT in handling dispersion accurately, coupled with the inability of classical 

simulation to handle chemical adsorption and its need for laborious ab origine 

parameterisation.  

Organo-ruthenium catalysts play very important roles, such as cross metathesis, ring-

opening metathesis polymerisation (e.g., in the sense of Grubbs first-generation catalysts),
11

 

ring-closing metathesis (à la Grubbs second-generation catalysts), hydrogenation, cross-

coupling and olefin isomerisation. In recent years, many novel ruthenium catalysts have been 

designed for hydrogen storage in ammonia boranes.
12,13

 A great number of highly active 

organo-ruthenium catalysts have been applied to dehydrocoupling reactions of ammonia 

borane and related boron-nitride substrates.
14-18

 Most of these reactions use tetrahydrofuran 

(THF) as a solvent; it is aprotic with a dielectric constant of ε= 7.6. THF can be used in 

hydroboration reactions, and as a solvent for organo-metallic compounds. Although similar to 

diethyl ether, THF acts as a stronger base. It is moderately polar and can dissolve a wide 

range of nonpolar and polar chemical compounds.
19

 

Motivated by our interest in catalysed chemical hydrogen storage, in particular the recent 

study of a novel bifunctional arene ruthenium catalyst of Schreiber et al for highly efficient 

H2 dehydrocoupling of ammonia boranes (detailed in Scheme 1),
12

 our primary goal in this 

study is a detailed comparison of implicit and explicit solvent representation of THF effects 

on the structural, energetic and dynamical behaviour of this catalyst. We also examine the 

effects of incorporating explicit solvation on the reaction cycle, whilst focussing the structure 

1 in Scheme 1. We carried out classical MD simulations under periodic boundary conditions 

(PBC) of the catalyst in THF, and sampled ten representative configurations of the catalyst 

with its immediate solvation layer therefrom for further DFT-based analysis, including ab 

initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) with a semi-empirical Hamiltonian. We probed the 

structural, energetic and dynamical properties of the catalyst, as well as interactions with the 

solvent, and compared this to an in vacuo, gas-phase representation as well as using 

continuum solvation in DFT.    

 

[ insert Scheme 1 about here ] 
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Methodology 

Given the Ru atom and challenges for its force-field parameterisation, coupled with the 

cationic nature of the catalyst,
12

 it is necessary to use semi-empirical partial charges for a 

subsequent force-field based representation, owing to a paucity of available reliable 

‘dictionary-based’ partial charges. Using the MOE software package,
20

 point charges were 

computed for the catalyst (structure 1 in Scheme 1) following geometry optimisation in vacuo 

with the conjugate gradient method from the X-ray structure,
12

 via AM1-BCC in MOPAC. 

The AMBER 99 force-field
21

 was then used to model this catalyst structure with the AM1-

BCC charges, with which they are consistent. Non-bonded interactions were treated using a 

twin-range method,
22

 with a short and long cut-off radius of 18 and 20 Å, respectively; the 

relatively large values were chosen due to the cationic nature of the catalyst. The reaction 

field method
23

 was used to handle long-range electrostatics, and the dielectric constant set at 

the experimental value of 7.6.
19

 In order to assess size dependence of the solute-solvent 

interaction, the catalyst was placed in the centre of two cubic periodic boxes containing 1,000 

and 512 THF molecules relaxed via MD in the liquid state at 330 K and 1 atm. THF 

molecules were then removed if their constituent atoms were less than 2.8 Å in distance from 

the heavy atoms of the catalyst, leaving 963 and 487 THF molecules, respectively, under 

PBC.
8
 Prior to MD under PBC, the heavy atoms in the simulation boxes were fixed and the 

system was relaxed by energy minimisation using a composite protocol of steepest descent 

(SD), conjugate gradient (CG) and truncated Newton (TN) steps, with respective termination 

gradients of 1000, 100 and 10 kcal/mol·Å. Preliminary relaxation simulations were carried 

out in the NPT ensemble after the energy minimisation described above and bond lengths 

were constrained with a relative tolerance of 10
-7

;
8
 these simulations were carried out until 

the system volumes stabilised and then continued for a further 0.15 ns. A timestep of 1 fs was 

used. This was assessed for energy conservation in the NVE ensemble after the NPT 

relaxation simulations and was found to be satisfactory: the percentage relative drift in 

energy, defined as the ratio of the energy drift (expressed as a linear regression coefficient) to 

the average kinetic energy during the simulation,
24

 was less than 0.5 % over 50 ps for the 

relaxed PBC systems in both cases. The periods of the thermal and barostat reservoirs
8
 were 

set to 0.5 and 2 ps, to allow for relatively weak coupling. The solute-solvent interaction 

energies, in terms of both van der Waals and Coulombic components, were computed in both 

of the systems and compared over the latter 0.15 ns period of NPT relaxation (post volume-

stabilisation); it was found that these were comparable. Therefore, this indicates that the use 
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of the smaller system is permissible for full production simulation. 0.5 ns of NPT production 

simulation was carried out subsequently for the smaller system. The probability distribution 

of the solute-solvent interaction energies were extracted from the trajectory ex post facto, and 

ten configurations were chosen from the therefrom to represent the (essentially Gaussian) 

spread thereof. Of these (PBC) configurations, the catalyst and the primary coordination layer 

of THF molecules were taken; in practice, this led to retaining the nearest six THF molecules. 

These snapshots were then used for subsequent DFT-based geometry optimisation and 

AIMD; naturally, conventional, cubic-scaling, Gaussian-based DFT would be unable to 

handle such PBC systems of this size.    

These ten ‘stripped’ solvated configurations were optimised using the hybrid meta-GGA 

M06L functionals
25,26

 of Truhlar and co-workers, in the Gaussian 09 program package.
27

 The 

Ru atom was represented by the Stuttgart/Dresden effective core potential and associated 

basis set, SDDAll
28  

as implemented in Gaussian 09. A 6-31+G(d) + SDDAll mixed basis set 

was applied, employing the Stuttgart potential to Ru, whilst the remaining C, N, O, H atoms 

were modelled using Pople-type basis sets. These optimised configurations are available as 

Supplementary Information. Following geometry optimisation, frequency calculations were 

also carried out on the optimised geometries to estimate the nature of the stationary points. 

We have calculated the interaction energies of the solvent molecules with the catalyst, by 

calculating the difference between the energies of isolated moieties and their ‘complex’. In 

our case we have treated all six solvent molecules as a single assembly and catalyst treated as 

another ‘motif’ or ‘scaffold’. For both gas-phase and PCM treatments, single-point energy 

calculations were undertaken on the gas-phase-optimised configurations; the interaction 

energy was computed by subtracting the energies of the separate assemblies of THF and 

catalyst from that of the solute-THF complex. Comparison of the PCM result for the 

interaction energy with that computed in vacuo allows for the effect of solvation energetics 

beyond the first layer to be gauged, notwithstanding the obvious problem that the underlying 

geometry from optimisation in only six molecules of the first solvation layer may lead to less 

accurate results than that conducted in an full simulation box using PBC (although this would 

be prohibitive without linear-scaling DFT methods). 

Ab initio MD simulations were carried out in the canonical ensemble
8
 at 330 K using atom-

centred density matrix propagation (ADMP)
29-32

 starting with each M06L-optimised 

geometry of the catalyst-solvent complex, i.e., ten independent AIMD simulations were 
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performed. The semi-empirical PM6 Hamiltonian
33

 was used, with a time step of 0.5 fs and 

velocity-rescaling, for 5 ps, to allow for sampling of vibrational behaviour. AIMD was also 

carried out for the isolated catalyst, without solvent, as an in vacuo reference. 

 

Results & Discussions 

As mentioned previously, there were six THF molecules around the catalyst sampled in 

each of the ten representative configurations from classical MD. The interaction energies are 

presented in Table 1 from classical MD, specifying the van der Waals and Coulombic 

components, for both the six nearest THF molecules in the first coordination layer (on a non-

PBC basis, akin to the subsequent DFT procedure on these configurations), as well as these 

components for the interaction with the entire set of THF molecules in the system (on a PBC 

basis, as is only appropriate). In each case, the reaction field method was used. In addition, 

the Generalised Born solvation method
6
 was used to compute the electrostatic component of 

the interaction energy with the continuum solvent (with the catalyst in its solvated 

configuration, but stripped of all surrounding THF molecules); this ensures good convergence 

in the estimate of this component, the lack of which dogs Coulombic interaction energy 

estimation for explicit solvation.
34

  As can be seen readily from Table 1, there is a marked 

difference in interaction energies upon the inclusion of THF molecules beyond the first 

solvation layer; such a difference is especially evident for the van der Waals term; this 

underlines dramatically the problem of truncating the solvation layer around a solute. Perhaps 

the most expedient and accurate approach to gauge the interaction energy with the solvent is 

to use the well-converged van der Waals component on a system-wide, PBC basis (capturing 

non-Coulombic interactions), in conjunction with the Born electrostatic term for the catalyst 

stripped of all THF molecules. This term is specified on the right of Table 1.  

 

[ insert Table 1 about here ] 

 

The interaction energies on the DFT-optimised configurations are presented in Table 2, 

along with the root mean square deviations (RMSD) of the catalyst with respect to the 

lowest-energy configuration (# 4). It was found that optimisation led to the adoption of 

sometimes-rather different configurations to those from classical MD; the somewhat marked 
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differences in RMSD values show this clearly, along with the substantially greater spread and 

variety in interaction energies as compared to the classical-simulation results in Table 1. It 

would appear that the PCM contribution to the solvation energy beyond the interaction 

energy with the immediate six THF neighbours, is in the 16-23 kcal/mol range, whilst the 

classical-simulation analogue is around 27-30 kcal/mol, from comparison of the electrostatic 

Born solvation energy term with that of the (PBC) explicit solvation term (cf. Table 1). 

Naturally, this is a very large energy adjustment that implicit solvation alone simply cannot 

capture, let alone neglecting entirely important non-bonded contacts and hydrogen-bonding 

arrangements with the surrounding solvent. Hydrogen bonds were defined such that the 

distance between the carbon atom of the catalyst and the oxygen atom in the THF was less 

than 4 Å and the C-H….O angle was greater than 140º. It was found that there was a wide 

variety of different placements and angular orientations of the THF molecules with respect to 

the catalyst ‘scaffold’, often governed by various different hydrogen bonding arrangements 

and other non-bonded contacts. To illustrate the rich variety of such contacts, each of the 

optimised conformations are depicted in Fig. 1, illustrating hydrogen bonding contacts. The 

persistence time of hydrogen bonds was found to be in general in the 0.1-1 ps range; such 

hydrogen bonds may break up and reform repeatedly; in a sense, this is a product of using a 

perhaps slightly crude pure geometric definition.  

 

[ insert Fig. 1 and Table 2 about here ] 

 

Considering more closely the conformations with the largest and smallest magnitudes of 

interaction energy (# 4 and 5, respectively) as examples, Fig. 2 illustrates these, along with 

the conformation achieved by gas-phase optimisation in the absence of any explicit solvent 

(cf. Fig. 2a). Fig. 2b depicts the structure with largest-magnitude interaction energy (# 4), 

which has a ‘half-chair’ shape, and a ‘boat-shaped’ configuration in Fig. 2b for the structure 

with the smallest-magnitude interaction energy (i.e., # 5). Naturally, it is clear that the 

absence of any explicit THF molecules results in important hydrogen-bonding and other 

important non-bonded contacts being missed altogether, which leads to a less realistic 

structure. A typical representation of the rich tapestry of time-behaviour of hydrogen bonds 

of a single THF molecule in close contact is depicted in Fig. 3 for the lowest-energy, half-

chair-shaped, conformer (# 4, cf. Fig. 2b, on the left); it can be seen that certain hydrogen 
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bonds re-appear and reform for 0.1-1 ps and that there is usually always one instantaneous 

hydrogen bond present; in this case, six distinct hydrogen atoms attached to carbon atoms on 

the catalyst central ring, side benzyl groups and the benzene group. The probability 

distribution of the persistence times was found to be approximately Gaussian, in general. 

Transient hydrogen bonding was also detected between THF molecules in the AIMD 

simulations (using the same geometric definition as described above); however, the lack of a 

condensed phase of solvent molecules beyond the first solvation layer of only six THF 

molecules (the de facto ‘upper limit’ with the computational facilities and O(N
3
)-scaling 

computational complexity) meant that such solvent-solvent hydrogen bonds formed very 

briefly. As discussed previously, AIMD under PBC with linear-scaling DFT would allow for 

a much more realistic definition of solvent-solvent hydrogen bonds.  

 

[ insert Figs. 2 and 3 about here ] 

 

The key variation in geometry between neglecting THF molecules to at least incorporating 

the first solvation layer of explicit THF molecules lies in an ‘exaggerated’ catalyst structure, 

featuring mainly phenyl rotation at the C-N bond, and the bond angle between the Ru-C-N 

(cf. Fig. 2b). Without solvent, gas-phase optimisation leads to the Ru-C-N bond angle being 

128.8
 
, whereas in the explicit solvent (for the lowest-energy conformer, i.e., # 4), this angle is 

112.3
 
. The deviation of this bond angle can be understand clearly in that the nitrogen centre 

switches from a planar to a slightly deviated, or ‘puckered’, pyramidal shape, owing to 

interactions with THF. Without THF, the six-membered ring adopts an entirely planar form, 

whereas this is more ‘half-chair-shaped’ in explicit THF. In this conformation, bi-functional 

(Ru and N or –CH) groups are readily available for any kind of addition reactions. Reference 

to Fig. 2b shows that for configuration # 5 (that with the smallest-magnitude interaction 

energy), the six-membered ring is essentially boat-shaped, and the HC-Ru distance is 

somewhat shorter. Naturally, these distinct differences in conformation due to interactions 

with the solvent would be expected to lead to differences in chemical reactivity. 

Experimentally, the use of different solvents do have a profound effect on the reactivity of 

these classes of Ru-based catalysts.  

In order to assess dynamical properties of the catalyst in the presence of explicit solvent, 

and contrast with a pure gas-phase treatment sans solvent, velocity autocorrelation functions 
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(VACFs) were extracted from the AIMD simulations of each atom type,
8
 and their power 

spectra were calculated from Fourier (cosine) transformation. In the lowest-energy conformer 

(# 4) in particular, it was found that there was a sustained close contact between the 

positively-charged Ru atom and the oxygen atom of THF (cf. Fig. 4); this strong electrostatic 

interaction, in addition to other hydrogen bonds with the catalyst, led to a downshift in the 

gas-phase 120-190 cm
-1

 modes down to 40-75 cm
-1

. In contrast, the conformation with the 

smallest-magnitude interaction energy (# 5) saw a decrease in the 280-300 cm
-1

 gas-phase 

mode down to 240-270 cm
-1

. These shifts arise as a result of the distinct effect of different 

(solvent-mediated) conformations in Fig. 2b on the Ru vibrational states: the effect of the 

solvato-chromatic shift is to reduce the vibrational frequency of the Ru atom, as one would 

expect. Similarly, Fig. 5 depicts the power spectrum and VACF of the carbon atoms in the 

auxiliary benzene ring of the catalyst. Again, there is a more distinct difference for the boat-

shaped conformation (in dashed grey, also cf. right panel of Fig. 2b) – this is especially 

evident in the underlying VACF and the enhancement of modes in 240-280 cm-1; velocity 

cross-correlation functions between the THF oxygen/carbon atoms and the catalyst heavy 

atoms, and their corresponding power spectra, also showed distinct trends of coupling. Shifts 

are also evident in Fig. 6 for the two nitrogen atoms in the central six-membered ring of the 

catalyst. In particular, the gas-phase peak at ~500 cm
-1

 is red-shifted down to ~420 and ~480 

cm
-1

 in the half-chair and boat-shaped conformers of Fig. 2b; similarly, explicit solvation 

suppresses the low-frequency modes of 60-90 cm
-1

, and gas-phase simulation fails to capture 

this subtlety. In Fig. 7, for the C atom in the CH moiety on the central six-membered ring, 

there is a very substantial red-shift from 500 to ~160 cm
-1

 upon explicit solvation in the half-

chair-shaped configuration (# 4); in contrast, the somewhat weaker interaction with the 

solvent in the boat-shaped configuration (# 5) leads to the promotion of higher-frequency 

librational (rotation oscillation) and bond-angle-bending modes, due to higher-frequency 

interactions with a somewhat more distant solvent, with fewer hydrogen bonding interactions. 

Fig. 8, on the other hand, shows relatively little qualitative effect of explicit solvation on the 

vibrational modes of the ring-carbon atoms attached to the methyl groups; the smaller 

solvent-accessible surface area of these atoms leads to less scope for direct interaction with 

the solvent, as confirmed by examination of the relevant velocity cross-correlation functions 

with the THF.  
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[ insert Figs. 4 to 8 about here ] 

 

Reaction Cycle 

Having examined in some detail the effects of solvation upon one particular species (i.e., 

catalyst structure 1 in Scheme 1), it is perhaps appropriate to explore further explicit-

solvation effects upon the catalytic cycle. To this end, we carried out classical MD 

simulations under PBC in THF (prepared and conducted exactly as before) of the ammonia-

borane-addition transition state (TS1), the corresponding di-hydrogen intermediate (3) and 

the hydrogen-removal transition states (TS2); the reaction scheme is detailed in Scheme 1. As 

before, we sampled ten representative configurations of each of these three catalyst states 

with their immediate solvation layer for further DFT-optimisation and PM6-level ADMP 

simulation, in exactly the same manner as described above. We probed the structural, 

energetic and dynamical properties of both of these important transition states and the 

intermediate state, as well as interactions with the solvent. It was found that there was a rich 

variety of different placements and angular orientations of the THF molecules with respect to 

the transition states and intermediate ‘scaffold’, often governed by various different 

hydrogen-bonding arrangements. A selection of more representative configurations are 

shown in Fig. 9; here, we can observe clearly that explicit THF molecules affect the 

ammonia-borane conformation strongly through hydrogen bonding with –NH and –BH. In 

case of di-hydrogen intermediate 3, the complex is stabilised strongly through a prominent 

hydrogen-bonding interaction with adjoining THF molecule; we assume that due to strong 

stabilisation of the di-hydrogen intermediate, the dehydrogenation process requires 

overcoming a larger activation-energy barrier to proceed. In the case of TS2@(THF)6, there 

was found to be no real influence of the explicit THF solvent molecules on either of the 

hydrogen atoms of the dehydrogenation transition state; RMSDs vis-à-vis the gas-phase-

optimised state (in the absence of explicit THF) were comparatively smaller. 

The species-solvent interaction energies from classical MD were (computed as the sum of 

full van der Waals energy component under PBC and the Born electrostatic energy with 

continuum solvent, as in Table 1) -71.3 ± 2.2, -70.2 ± 2.0 and -57.6 ± 1.4 kcal/mol for TS1, 

TS2 and the di-hydrogen intermediate (3). It can be seen that there is relatively little 

difference in the interaction energies (in total, and also for van der Waals and electrostatic 

component) for TS1 and T2 vis-à-vis structure 1 (~ -74 kcal/mol), due to their relative 

similarity (cf. Scheme 1 and Figs. 1 and 9), despite the structural (i.e., configurational) 
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variety observed for species 1 in Fig. 2. However, it is clear that there is less energetic 

interaction between the intermediate structure 3 (cf. Scheme 1) and the solvent molecules, 

chiefly due to less van der Waals interaction, with less strong direct non-bonding interactions, 

such as hydrogen bonds. Upon examination of the AIMD-VACF spectra (along the lines of 

those presented in Figs. 4-8), it was found that there was less ‘solvato-chromatic’ red-shift for 

species 3, in contrast to TS1 and TS2 which exhibited those similar to those observed for 

species 1 in Figs. 4-8. For instance, gas-phase Ru modes in the absence of solvent at 135-180 

cm
-1

 were shifted down to 65-100 cm
-1

 in TS1 and TS2, but only to 95-130 cm
-1

 in 

intermediate structure 3.  

 

Concluding Remarks 

Classical and ab initio MD has been carried out compare and contrast the effect of explicit 

and implicit solvation representation of THF on the structural, energetic and dynamical 

properties of a novel bifunctional arene ruthenium catalyst. It was found that the presence of 

explicit THF solvent molecules is required to capture an accurate picture of the catalyst’s 

structural properties, particularly in view of the importance of hydrogen bonding with the 

surrounding THF molecules (cf. Fig. 2). Hydrogen bonding with the solvent was found to be 

very important at governing the structure, and the persistence times of individual bonds were 

determined; a rich variety of behaviour was observed in each of the ten AIMD simulations. 

Coupled with the lack of capacity of traditional O(N
3
)-scaling DFT to handle sufficient 

number of solvent molecules to capture adequate dispersion interactions up to 8-10 Å from 

the catalyst (and apart from the accuracy of dispersion in the functional per se), this has 

serious negative implications on the accuracy of interaction (solvation) energies; the use of 

PCM may improve this somewhat from an electrostatic perspective, but the underlying 

structures and lack of a converged estimate of dispersion energy is a serious flaw. This is not 

to necessarily suggest that classical simulation is superior, given the inherent problems in 

appropriate parameterisation – it is not. However, its ability to allow for full-PBC treatment 

and size-convergence of the energetic (van der Waals) interactions is sine qua non for a more 

accurate energetic estimate (again, quite independent of underlying structural considerations); 

the use of Born or Poisson-Boltzmann electrostatics on explicitly-solvated configurations is 

(arguably) optimal and to be encouraged;
34

 naturally, the use of implicit solvation to generate 

the configurations in the first place is (arguably grossly) incorrect, whether by MD or other 
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methods. The use of PBC implementations of linear-scaling, dispersion-corrected DFT
10

 to 

generate realistic configurations, e.g., via AIMD, with sufficient numbers of atoms to achieve 

essentially size-independent structures and converged interaction energies is an important 

goal for future progress in this area. 
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Table 1. van der Waals and Coulombic interaction energy components (kcal/mol), with totals 

thereof. ‘(6)’ denotes the components and total for interactions with the six nearest THF 

molecules (on a non-PBC basis), whilst PBC refers to interactions with all THF molecules in 

the simulation box on a PBC basis. Reaction field electrostatics is used in both cases. ‘Born’ 

refers to the electrostatic component of the interaction energy of the solute with the 

Generalised Born implicit solvent (with the THF molecules stripped away). 

Conf vdW (6) Coul (6) Tot (6) vdWPBC CoulPBC TotPBC Born vdWPBC+Born 

 1 -4.23 -46.5 -50.7 -24.2 -78.5 -102.7 -48.9 -73.1 

 2 -4.45 -48.7 -53.2 -24.8 -80.2 -105.0 -49.5 -74.3 

 3 -5.71 -48.3 -54.0 -25.4 -81.4 -106.8 -48.7 -74.1 

 4 -5.85 -48.6 -54.5 -25.9 -82.3 -108.2 -50.1 -76.0 

 5 -5.13 -46.8 -51.9 -23.3 -79.4 -102.7 -50.2 -73.5 

 6 -4.64 -46.3 -50.9 -22.9 -77.6 -100.5 -49.6 -72.5 

 7 -3.97 -45.7 -49.7 -23.8 -80.7 -104.5 -48.1 -71.9 

 8 -4.18 -44.4 -48.6 -25.0 -78.6 -103.6 -49.4 -74.4 

 9 -4.83 -48.9 -53.7 -23.7 -77.2 -100.9 -49.6 -73.3 

10 -5.32 -47.3 -52.6 -24.6 -81.0 -105.6 -48.2 -72.8 

 

                 Table 2. Interaction energies (kcal/mol) and RMSDs of the catalyst vis-à-vis the lowest-

energy configuration (# 4); note that these configurations (with the six THF molecules) have 

been optimised in vacuo using the classical MD snapshots as starting points. In both cases 

(i.e., gas-phase and with the PCM approach), single-point energy calculations were 

undertaken on the gas-phase-optimised configurations; the interaction energy was computed 

by subtracting the energies of the separate assemblies of THF and catalyst from that of the 

solute-THF complex. 

Config. IE
a
       IE

b
 RMSD (Å) 

 1 -69.94 -49.81 1.42 

 2 -51.72 -35.74 2.19 

 3 -51.84 -35.52 1.83 

 4 -84.82 -61.48 0.0 

 5 -44.52 -27.91 2.22 

 6 -46.21 -30.85 2.25 

 7 -45.43 -29.78 2.13 

 8 -67.92 -48.53 1.44 

 9  -45.63 -31.99 2.23 

10  -58.18 -38.10 1.96 
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                         -a- Interaction energies of catalyst and THF solvent (gas-phase), kcal/mol 

                              -b- Interaction energies of catalyst and THF solvent (PCM), kcal/mol 
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Figure list 

Scheme 1: Catalytic cycle for dehydrogenation of AB (a) with Ru-catalyst (1) 

Figure 1: Gas-phase optimised configurations of bifunctional arene ruthenium catalyst with 

the six surrounding THF molecules. Hydrogen-bonding contacts are illustrated by 

the red lines. 

Figure 2: (a) Gas-phase optimised configuration without solvent; (b) Optimised solvated 

configurations with largest and smallest-magnitude interaction energies – the half-

chair-shaped one on the left is the largest-magnitude in interaction energy (# 4), 

whilst the boat-shaped one on the right is the lowest-magnitude (# 5). 

Figure 3: Typical time-evolution of hydrogen bonding patterns of a single THF molecule’s 

oxygen atom with six distinct H atoms attached to carbon atoms on the catalyst 

central ring, side benzyl groups and the benzene group. The repeated establishment 

and disappearance of hydrogen bonds is apparent. 

Figure 4: Normalised power spectrum of the VACF of Ru. Continuous black represents 

AIMD without any solvent in the gas-phase, whilst the black dotted line represents 

the lowest-energy (or largest-interaction energy magnitude) system (# 4), and the 

dashed grey line the smallest-magnitude interaction energy system (# 5). 

Figure 5: Normalised power spectrum of the VACF of the carbon atoms in the auxiliary 

benzene ring of the catalyst. See caption of Fig. 4 for a description of the symbols. 

The inset in the top-right depicts the underlying VACFs. 

Figure 6: Normalised power spectrum of the VACF of the nitrogen atoms in the catalyst. Line 

types as in Fig. 4. 

Figure 7: Normalised power spectrum of the carbon atom in the catalyst’s central six-

membered ring attached to the single hydrogen atom. Line types as in Fig. 4.  

Figure 8: Normalised power spectrum of the carbon atoms in the catalyst’s central six-

membered ring attached to a methyl group. Line types as in Fig. 4. 

Figure 9: DFT-optimised configurations of ammonia-borane-addition transition state, di-

hydrogen intermediate and hydrogen removal transition states with the six 

surrounding THF molecules (done under gas-phase conditions). Hydrogen-bonding 

contacts are illustrated by the black lines. 
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Fig. 3
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Fig. 4 
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Fig. 5 (above) 

 

Fig. 5 (inset to be placed in the top-right of the graph on the top of the page) 
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Fig. 6 
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Fig. 7 

 

Fig. 8 
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